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EEffffiicciieenntt  &&  EEffffeeccttiivvee  MMeetthhoodd  ttoo  SSoollvvee  

TTrraaddiittiioonnaall  SSUUDDOOKKUU  PPuuzzzzllee  

SSaammaayyiittaa  BBhhaattttaacchhaarryyaa  aanndd  KKaallyyaannii  MMaallii,,  
DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt  ooff  CCoommppuutteerr  SScciieennccee  &&  EEnnggiinneeeerriinngg,,  

UUnniivveerrssiittyy  ooff  KKaallyyaannii,,  KKaallyyaannii,,  WWeesstt  BBeennggaall,,  IInnddiiaa  

 

  

Abstract:- Sudoku is a popular number puzzle. Solving Sudoku puzzle is often done in a random number-placement method. 

Here we are proposing a solving algorithm which is efficient both time and space complexity-wise. We can even solve a 

Sudoku puzzle manually by following our simple algorithm.  

Keywords:- Sudoku, Puzzle, easy, hard. 

 

I. Introduction 

Sudoku is a popular logic-based number puzzle. There are also many different variation of Sudoku.  

Number puzzles appeared in newspapers in the late 19th century. The modern Sudoku was most likely designed 

anonymously by Howard Garns, a 74-year-old retired architect and freelance puzzle constructor, and first 

published in 1979 by Dell Magazines as Number Place (the earliest known examples of modern Sudoku) [1]. 

As for solving a Sudoku is concerned, we generally solve it by random number-placement by inspection. We can 

represent a Sudoku puzzle by graph colouring. Using a computer program, we can solve it using doubly linked list 

[2]. 

Although implementing a doubly linked list is not difficult, but manually following it is quite troublesome.  Here 

we are proposing a different approach to solve Sudoku. Our algorithm is not only efficient both time and space 

complexity-wise, but we can also solve a Sudoku puzzle manually by following our simple and easy algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 1: Sudoku Puzzle and its solution 
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Figure 2: A Sudoku Puzzle and its solution 

 

 

II. Sudoku  

Sudoku originally called Number Place, is a logic-based, combinatorial number-placement puzzle. The objective 

is to fill a 9×9 grid with digits so that each column, each row, and each of the nine 3×3 sub-grids that compose the 

grid (also called "boxes", "blocks", "regions", or "sub-squares") contains all of the digits from 1 to 9. The puzzle 

setter provides a partially completed grid, which typically has a unique solution [1]. 

Completed puzzles are always a type of Latin square with an additional constraint on the contents of individual 

regions. For example, the same single integer may not appear twice in the same 9×9 playing board row or column 

or in any of the nine 3×3 sub-regions of the 9×9 playing board. 

A completed Sudoku grid is a special type of Latin square with the additional property of no repeated values in 

any of the 9 blocks of contiguous 3×3 cells. 

The number of classic 9×9 Sudoku solution grids is 6,670,903,752,021,072,936, , or approximately 6.67×10
21

. The 

number of essentially different solutions, when symmetries such as rotation, reflection, permutation and re-

labelling are taken into account, was shown to be just 5,472,730,538. The number of minimal 9×9 Sudoku puzzles 

is not precisely known. (A minimal puzzle is one in which no clue can be deleted without losing uniqueness of the 

solution.) However, statistical techniques combined with the definition of a new type of generator allow showing 

that there are approximately (with 0.065% relative error): 

 3.10 × 10
37

 minimal puzzles, 

 2.55 × 10
25

 non-essentially-equivalent minimal puzzles. 

The arrangements of numbers in Sudoku puzzles have greater Shannon entropy than the number arrangements in 

randomly generated 9×9 matrices. This is because the rules of Sudoku exclude some random arrangements that 

have an innate symmetry. 

The general problem of solving Sudoku puzzles on n
2
 × n

2
 boards of n × n blocks is known to be NP-complete [2]. 
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Figure 2: Types of Sudoku puzzles 
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I. Types 

Although the 9×9 grid with 3×3 regions is by far the most common, many other variations exist. Sample puzzles 

can be 4×4 grids with 2×2 regions. Another common variant is to add limits on the placement of numbers beyond 

the usual row, column, and box requirements. Often the limit takes the form of an extra "dimension"; the most 

common is to require the numbers in the main diagonals of the grid also to be unique (X Sudoku). 

There are three types of Sudoku, easy, normal and hard, categorized based on the number of elements provided as 

the puzzle, in increasing order of hardness.  

Other than standard Sudoku, there is another popular variation of puzzle, called Hyper Sudoku, where we need to 

consider more grids to solve the puzzle.  

As we need to consider three (row, column and grid) constraints we can think of a traditional Sudoku puzzle to be 

a 3 dimensional maths puzzle. As for Hyper Sudoku, X Sudoku or Colour Sudoku, because we need to consider a 

fourth dimension, that can be called a four dimensional puzzle.  

Let’s start with solving easy Sudoku.  

 

II. Algorithm 

 Take the inputs, as S[i][j] 

Where, i row and j colum value. 

 set flag f for box. (calculate box values from i & j,or take as input) 

(For colour or X Sudoku, add other flags, like, 

for colour (nine colours) or X(two hands of X) consideration, 

And take the inputs) 

 Use one of the following methods to do the calculation. 

 Print the final result. 

 

 

1. Elimination Method  

Initialization: 

 fill all empty spaces with 1-9 possibility matrix. 

 eliminate the values in possibility matrix, if same value exists in row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f), 

for all elements. 

 if single element left in possibility matrix final the element. 

 

 start with 1st element, eliminate the values in possibility matrix, if same value exists in 

row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f), for all elements. 

 if single element left in possibility matrix final the element. 

repeat.till no change in a pass. 

2.  Addition Method  

 fill each space with possible values. by testing row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f). 

 after each pass keep only the ones with single value. 

 repeat till no change in a pass. 

 

3. Checking Method, Method 1 

Initialization: 

 fill each space, if empty, with possible values, by testing row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f).  

 if not empty, eliminate that value from all row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f), of list of possible values. 
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 check each space if single value, and eliminate that value from all row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f). 

 if single element left in possibility matrix final the element 

repeat till no change in a pass.  

4. Checking Method, Method 2 

Initialization: 

 fill each space, if empty  with possible values, by testing row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f). (or, fill all 

empty spaces with 1-9 possibility matrix.) 

 

 if not empty (final elements), eliminate that value from all row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f), of list of 

possible values.  

 If empty, adjust possible values, by testing row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f) 

 if single element left in possibility matrix final the element 

    repeat till no change in a pass. 

5. Checking Method, Method 3 

Initialization: 

 fill each space with possible values in possibility matrix, by testing row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f).  

 

 check possible list of each space if a value doesn’t appear more than once from all 

row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f), final that element. 

 If single value is in space (final elements), remove that digit from all row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f) 

elements’ possibility matrix . 

  repeat till no change in a pass. 

6. One by One Method  

 Test each element, if multiple elements possible, skip, else put the value 

 Repeat till no change in a pass. 

 

7. Random Selection  

 Take any random empty space, and check what all possible numbers it can have, by testing 

row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f), if multiple elements possible, skip, else put the value, and keep a visited 

flag. 

 Repeat for all remaining elements. 

repeat till no change in a pass. 

 

III. Solving Easy Sudoku 

Method 2 manually takes the most time; computer will take less time as no need to keep track of earlier matrix. 

Method 6 is a variation of method 2. Method 4 is a combination of method 1 & method 3. Method 5 is the most 

generalized method, for automated element update.  

For complex puzzles, keep option to eliminate the values from possibility matrix; if two spaces have same values, 

then delete those two values from all other space’s possibility matrix (or 3 or more possible values are in a 

possibility matrix such a way that they are mutually exhaustive, then those values cannot occur in any other places 

of the same row/column/grid. So we can eliminate those redundant values)).  If we incorporate this logic, the 

number of iteration reduces (we didn’t incorporate this logic in our Sudoku solver). 
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IV. Solving Hard Sudoku 

For solving easy Sudoku, any of the above method works just fine, but as the hardness increases, more generalized 

method only works to obtain a proper result. 

 

V. Points to keep in mind 

I) Number of iteration in actual calculation cannot exceed N, 

 N = S - n 

Where, S = 81 (total number of spaces) and n is the total number of elements given in the puzzle. 

As, if there is no new final element gained after a certain pass, the algorithm will not converge for the certain 

puzzle. In this case the input provided was wrong and/or insufficient to solve the puzzle. 

II) As we are using a general method, there is no need to mention if it’s a hard/easy Sudoku. 

 

VI. Final working algorithm for solving Sudoku 

 

[1] Take the inputs, as S[i][j], Where, i row and j colum value. 

[2] Set flag f for grid/box. (calculate box values from i & j) 

[3] Print the values for the user to confirm to proceed, else go back to take inputs again.  

[4] Check the input for data conflicts, print error message if there is any and stop further calculation. Else proceed 

[5] Fill each space with possible values in possibility matrix, by testing row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f).  

[6] Create the puzzle matrix with the given values. 

[7] check possible list of each space if a value doesn’t appear more than once from all row(i)/column(j)/box(flag 

f), final that element. 

[8] If single value is in a space (final elements), remove that digit from all row(i)/column(j)/box(flag f) elements’ 

possibility matrix 

[9] Create a new puzzle matrix after checking all elements. 

[10] Compare the new obtained puzzle matrix with the previous one, if there is any change update the previous 

matrix and go back to step [7]. If there is no change go to step [12]. 

[11] Stop if number of iteration exceeds i x j, and print error message. 

[12] Print the final result. 

 

VII. Conclusion 

This method works for not only 9x9 Sudoku, but for 4x4 or 16x16, or other Sudoku. For doing so we need the 

program (the number of boxes, rows and columns and grids) to be changed accordingly. We did take the values for 

number of rows, columns and grids from user, so this is a generalized Sudoku solver. However, our present 

approach couldn’t solve extra hard puzzles; where we were needed to search randomly; we are working to solve 

this issue in future.  
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